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Appendixx B 

Thee Mobile Robot 

B.ll  The robot 

Thee robot we used in the experiments is a Nomad Super Scout II , see figure B. l . This is a 
mobilee robot with a two wheel differential drive at its geometric center. The drive motors 
off  both wheels are independent and the width of the robot is 41 cm. The maximum speed 
iss 1 m/s at an acceleration of 2 m/s2. 

Thee robot has a MC68332 processor board for the low level processes. These include 
sendingg the control commands to the drive motors, but also keeping track of the position 
andd orientation of the robot by means of odometry. Al l other software runs on a second 
boardd equipped with a Pentium II 233Mhz processor. 
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Figuree B . l . The Nomad Super Scout II 
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106 6 APPENDIXX B. THE MOBILE ROBOT 

B.22 The model of the robot 
Thee mobile robot has three degrees of freedom. These define the robot's position x and y 
inn the world and the robot's orientation o. The speeds of the left and right wheel V[ and 
vvrr are the control actions that make the robot move. 

Becausee the geometric center of the robot is right between the wheels, the control 
actionss can also be indicated by a traversal speed vt and rotational speed JJ. The traversal 
speedd is given by: 

Vt Vt (vi(vi + IV 

Thee rotational speed is given by: 
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wheree W indicates the wklth of the robot (41 cm). 
Thee change of of position and orientation is given by 

sin(0jt'f f 
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Wee can notice here that the change of the orientation is independent of the position, but 
thee change of position depends on the orientation. We also have to note that (B.3) is a 
simplifiedd model of the robot, since it does not take into account the acceleration. 

Byy taking the integral over a fixed sample time interval T. the discrete time state 
transitionn can be derived: 
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Thiss hold for any ^ / 0. If u; = 0, the orientation does not change and .r^+1 = xj, + T s i n^ 
andd yk+l = yk + Tcosdk. 


